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MATHEMATICS 
CORRECTION TO DUALITY AND HARMONIC ANALYSIS 
ON CENTRAL TOPOLOGICAL GROUPS 
BY 
S. GROSSER, R. MOSAK AND M. MOSKOWITZ 
(Communicated by Prof. H. FREUDENTHAL at the meeting of May 26, 1973) 
There is a slight error on p. 66 *) of the paper, in the formula for the 
character of the induced representation c+’ (of the representation e E HA 
to G), and hence in the succeeding argument. The correct formula for 
the induced character is, of course, given by &(t) ~~~a,B~a(~t~-l). One can 
prove that (~7 8 z, . . . , X; @ r> is the full set of (equivalence classes of) 
extensions of 0 as in “Group characters and normal Hall subgroups,” 
P. X. Gallagher, Nagoya Math. J. 21 (1962), 223-230, as follows. Since 
zt X~X, = x,x&G/H) =P~HX,, the formula for the induced character shows 
that &= ze XT 8 t, while also showing that oGlH ==~a. From the latter, 
using Frobenius reciprocity, dim Homc(oG, oo) =p, while the former shows 
dim HOmG((TG, oG) equals 
zi dim HOmG(X; 8 t, XT @ z) + &+i dim HOmG(X; @ z, Xi 8 t). 
Since the first term is at least p, the second term must vanish, while the 
first must consist of 1, p times. Hence for i #j, XT 8 z and Xi 8 z are 
disjoint, and for each i, XT @ t is irreducible. Now, as in the text, if 
Q E GA and QH contains a, then by Frobenius reciprocity e =x; @ t for 
some i. 
*) Proc. A, Vol. 76, no. 2. 
